Madurai Kamaraj University
Directorate of Distance Education
Department of English

20CT Batch students admitted for B.A.English, are instructed to write the assignments on the following topics. Assignments should be submitted on or before 05.03.2021 to the following address:

Dr.R.Dhayalakrishnan,
Head i/c,
Department of English,
Directorate of Distance Education,
Madurai Kamaraj University,
Madurai – 625 021

**Assignment Topics – November 2020**

I Year - II Semester - B.A.English

**Paper I : Part II English - English – II**

1. Relevance of ‘Mending Wall’ in modern times
2. Huxley’s views on travelling in ‘Why not stay at home?’

**Paper II : The Romantic Age**

1. ‘The Ancient Mariner’ as a tale of crime and punishment.
2. Humour and Pathos in Lamb’s Essays

**Paper III : The Victorian Age**

1. Arnold’s critical theories in ‘The Study of Poetry’
2. Epic qualities in ‘Soharub and Rustom’

**Paper IV : Social History of England**

2. Causes and Results of Agrarian Revolution.

Note: Name of the Student, Enrolment Number, Name of the Paper, Name of the Major should be written on the front page of each assignment.